
DIY Digital Marketing



Why digital marketing? Why now?

Your customers are online more than ever

76% use smartphones more often

Sources: GlobalWebIndex coronavirus multi-market study, Astound Commerce consumer reports. ONS Business Impact of Covid Survey.

47% spend longer on social media

129% increase in online shopping sales

But, their needs have changed

More value-conscious 

Concerned about locality

Less likely to take risks



Your customers are waiting to be engaged!

Interest is returning across in every sector

You need to re-engage don’t just sit and wait.

A ‘back in business’ notice won’t cut it!



Ready to get cracking?

A fresh approach to three fundamentals





Which one is right for your business?



Facebook

Key Points Top Tips

It’s primarily a personal network for 
friends and family.

Don’t give it the hard sell. 
A good example is Hebtroco.

The algorithm shows popular content 
and favours quick engagement.

Make sure it’s something worth sharing.
Do this is by delivering value.

Boosted posts and ads are highly 
targeted and very powerful.

Use the AIDA model to get the most 
out of your paid content.



Key Points Top Tips

Twitter

A fast paced environment 
limited by 280 characters.

Tweeting needs to be a part 
of your day-to-day activities.

Content is only ‘current’ for 
a limited amount of time. 

Don’t post ‘updates’, treat it like 
a thread of conversation

Hashtags ‘bundle’ content 
together for easy browsing.

Research which hashtags 
are right for your business.



Key Points Top Tips

Primarily a professional network that 
works best for B2B companies.

LinkedIn

Start a group or community and 
be a thought leader.

Lots of activity happens away 
from the timeline.

Find relevant groups, get involved in 
discussions to establish credibility

A great platform for generating leads. 
Find the people you want to connect with.

Sales Navigator lets you search and 
connect with your target market.



Key Points Top Tips

Shows you content that it thinks 
you will like.

Don’t focus too much on production, it 
doesn’t have to be perfect!

Primarily used to share photos 
and promote products.

Make sure your profile is as complete 
as possible and showcases your brand.

It’s becoming more and more like 
a marketplace.

B2C businesses will soon be able 
to shop directly on Instagram.

Instagram



Three important rules for social media marketing

1. Be human.

2. Deliver value.

3. If it’s not for you, don’t do it.





What is local SEO?

Plumbers near me
How to fix a 

blocked drain

Global Local



The ‘Local Pack’ The ‘Knowledge Pack’



How to get listed



Why is local SEO so important? 

97% of people learn about 
local businesses online





Why email marketing?

We use it everyday



Your clients are waiting to hear from you!

Send personal messages directly

Don’t send marketing emails from your personal account



Keep it relevant!

Football 
Fans

Tennis 
Nuts

Golf 
Enthusiasts

Crazy 
Cyclists



Take advantage of important features 

Dear Mr *LASTNAME*

Make sure your content displays correctly

Make use of reports



Thank you for listening!

brightred.digital/diy

Book a free one-hour consultation


